This counternotice is in response to the DMCA takedown of four listings &
corresponding images from the online shop on 
http://jasonstropko.bigcartel.com
, which
Birgit Deubner created and manages for the glassmaker Jason Stropko. As the material
in question requires the maker Jason Stropko's signature but the website content is
managed by Birgit Deubner we are both submitting our details below.
Jason Stropko's own line of larger than life glass pomegranate seeds.
1)h
ttp://www.jasonstropko.bigcartel.com/product/smalllargerthanlifepomegranateseed
2) 
http://www.jasonstropko.bigcartel.com/product/blownglasslargerthanlifepomegranateseed
3) 
http://www.jasonstropko.bigcartel.com/product/mediumsizepomegranateseed
4) 
http://www.jasonstropko.bigcartel.com/product/nutsandseedsmedley
I) The work featured in these images is not an infringement of intellectual copyright
claimed by Noa P. Kaplan. We strongly contest her claim. In short because the products
created by Jason Stropko do not resemble the product that he made for Noa P. Kaplan
during his employment as head maker with Cohn Stone Studios. This is apparent when
investigating the images in question and comparing to Noa p. Kaplan's work. Noa P.
Kaplan’s work is opaque and stylised while Jason Stropko's glass creations approach a
more naturalistic rendering.
II) The contract mentioned in the takedown notice is invalid but would not apply in this
case even if it was valid as the product Jason is creating is significantly different in
technique and appearance. No copyright infringement is taking place to the best of our
knowledge.
III) No trade secrets were used, nor do they in fact exist with relation to creating glass
made from generic red glass colours available from mainstream glass & coloured glass
suppliers. No trade secrets were utilised in the shaping or technical assembly of Jason
Stropko’s work; Jason Stropko himself is a masterful glassmaker with highly developed
technical ability.
IV) Noa P. Kaplan filed a near identical copyright claim with wordpress who rejected her
claim after our previous detailed counterclaim letter.
V) Furthermore Noa is not the first artist to use pomegranates made from glass in her
work. Catherine Vamvakas precedes her by a minimum of 7 years. We clearly stated this
fact in our previous DMCA takedown notice counterclaim letter. We therefor no longer
trust that Noa is acting in good faith as our previous letter clearly explains why she is
incorrect in her assertion in this matter.
VI) The claims of copyright violation should be rejected because we have a good faith
belief that the material in question is not copyrighted. This communication to you is a
DMCA counter notification letter as defined in 17 USC 512(g)(3):

VII) We declare, under penalty of perjury, that we have a good faith belief that the
complaint of copyright violation is based on misidentification of the material in question,
or deliberate misreading.
Our name, address, and telephone number are as follows:
email: birgitdeubner@gmail.com
Birgit Deubner
29 Alexandra Drive
Liverpool, L17 8TB
+441513455798 (currently not in the country)
This is the postal address for Birgit Deubner who is responsible for the listings
generation on Jason Stropko’s Big Cartel site. The copyright claim in question regards a
glass product that Jason Stropko is making therefore we include below his postal
address:
The US address at which Jason and Birgit receive mail that we collect bimonthly is as
follows:
Jason Stropko & Birgit Deubner
1520 Elm Street
El Cerrito, CA
94530
#5103758487 (current number)
email: jmstrop@gmail.com
We hereby consent to the jurisdiction of Federal District Court for the judicial district in
which we reside (or, if our address is outside the United States, any judicial district in
which you, the ISP, may be found).
We agree to accept service of process from the complainant.
My, Jason's, electronic signature follows:
Jason Stropko
The signature of the website creator as follows:
Birgit Deubner
Having received this counter notification, you are now obligated under 17 USC
512(g)(2)(B) to advise the complainant of this notice, and to restore the material in
dispute.

Side by side comparison of Noa P. Kaplan’s and Jason Stropko’s pomegranate
seeds to once more highlight the difference in a single view:
Noa P. Kaplan pomegranate seeds below: opaque & stylized

Jason Stropko pomegranate seeds below: translucent, approaching natural
representation

Our Detailed response to the copyright infringement accusation
First we would like to introduce ourselves: Jason Stropko and life partner Birgit Deubner.
We also would like to apologize for the length of the document, it felt necessary to
explain why Noa P. Kaplan’s accusation is wrong and we have cause to believe that this
claim is made with willful intent to harm our economic welfare.
The bold 
purple
text is copied from Noa P. Kaplan’s DMCA copyright claim (with Big
Cartel) against Jason Stropko.
The nonboldregular text is our response.
The work identified on this page violates a signed contractual agreement between the copyright owner and
the seller.
No such contractual agreement exists.
To see an example of the infringed work, enlarged blown glass pomegranate seeds, visit:
www.noapkaplan.com
.
When you view Noa P. Kaplan’s work on her website link you will see stylized, opaque shapes mimicking
pomegranate seeds. When you in contrast compare Jason Stropko’s work you will see very clear and distinct
difference: his pomegranate seeds bear closer relationship to nature in the first instance they contain a great deal of
translucency and are also made in different colours.
The work on this page was also created using misappropriated trade secrets and confidential information.
Untrue allegation.
The seller, Jason Stropko, was employed by the company, CohnStone Studios, that I had hired to fabricate
my artwork and made unauthorized copies.
1) Jason Stropko made no unauthorized copies, he created his own interpretation of glass pomegranate seeds. A
practice universally accepted in the global glassblowing business, as well as practiced by the aforementioned Cohn
Stone Studio, for whom Jason Stropko worked until they went into partial retirement.
2) Additionally, to claim Jason Stropko copied a work it would require to be identical.
3) Furthermore the work created was initially a collaboration between Jason Stropko and Noa P. Kaplan, she brought
her ideas, to the studio in which he was head gaffer (= head maker) Jason Stropko helped interpret Noa P. Kaplan’s
ideas. She herself laid no hand on the creation of the glass. As such Noa P Kaplan has no ability to claim sole
copyright over the first interpretation, over the first batch of pomegranate seeds that she exhibited.
4) it is 
not
technically possible to claim copyright over any product created with Nature being the model.
5) Noa P. Kaplan is not the first artist to work with the theme pomegranate or pomegranate seed, she is not the first
person to utilize glass pomegranate seeds in her Art work either. In 2006 Catherine Vamvakas created pomegranate
seeds made from glass. Something we have pointed to in our last DMCA counternotice already.
The seller signed a contractual agreement with CohnStone Studios on Dec 17, 2006. That Policy and
Agreement clearly states “Materials and proprietary information, tangible and intangible, pertaining to the
manufacture, sales or business of the work produced at CohnStone Studios, are not to be removed from the
premises. Employees may not reproduce the work of CohnStone Studios outside of the Studio.”
1) This contract does not relate to the creation of Jason’s own pomegranate seeds as they differ significantly from the
ones that he created for Noa P. Kaplan, while employed by Cohn Stone Studios.
2) This contract is also no longer binding as the contract ended in 2009 and was not renewed.
CohnStone Studios and the intellectual property owner, Noa Kaplan, have contacted the seller several times
and asked him to stop selling imitations of the infringed upon material, but he will not comply

Jason Stropko has no reason to comply because Noa P. Kaplan is filing a wrongful copyright claim. Noa P. Kaplan
has previously filed a near identical DMCA claim with wordpress and Etsy and has had content removed by us and
other makers who also made pomegranate seeds from a pinterest wall. We filed a counterclaim to Noa P. Kaplan’s
DMCA claim and believed that this would now be the end of this. However we are distressed to find another DMCA
claim on another site that we depend on for our public representation. We are beginning to feel that Noa P. Kaplan is
pursuing a tactic of bullying and knowingly causing grief economic harm as well as contributing to health issues for us
both; without having a right to the claim that she is making.
I have a good faith belief that the disputed use is not authorized by the copyright owner, its agent or the law.
This statement was made by Noa P. Kaplan after we have previously filed a counter notice, containing most of the
same information as in this one. Our material explained that it is not; and why it is not; possible for Noa P. Kaplan to
own copyright over an expression of nature. We must at this point consider Noa P. Kaplan’s actions wilful harassment
and bullying.

>>>>>>>>>>
Under penalty of perjury, I swear that the info in this notice is correct and that I am, or am authorized to act
on behalf of, the copyright owner.

We would like it to be noted that penalty of perjury applies and a prior DMCA notice was
responded to with a counter notice which adequately explained why the copyright claim was filed
in error. After the last counter notice we consider Noa P. Kaplan’s continued filing of DMCA
notices harassment filed knowing that a previous takedown notice at wordpress.com was not
granted due to the clear evidence we provided that Noa’s claims were made in error. We can no
longer consider her claims an error after the detailed explanations and image examples provided
from our side.
We expect nothing less than an apology and would like to have it noted that we consider Noa P.
Kaplan’s continued copyright claims slander and causing serious harm to our life.
We expect nothing less than a full apology and acknowledgment of the financial loss and harm
caused; and furthermore would like to have it noted that we consider Noa P. Kaplan’s continued
copyright claims affect Jason Stropko’s reputation in a citywide working climate that at best is
finely balanced for survival. Noa P. Kaplan’s actions are causing serious harm to our life and she
knows this as we have stated it in our past DMCA counter notice.
<<<<<<<<<<<

Elaboration on the matter:

Jason Stropko did not make unauthorised copies but developed his own interpretation of
pomegranate seeds sculpted and blown in hot glass. The product that Jason creates utilised
different technique and expression. A pomegranate seed can only take so many shapes;
however the contract mentioned in the next line of Noa P. Kaplan’s allegation does not cover
Jason Stropko’s interpretation of a product only exact copies of CohnStone Studios line of
glass products.

For example: should Jason Stropko wish to make pumpkins he would be completely fine to do
so, providing he did not continue to make them the exact way that he did as head gaffer for
CohnStone Studios.
When you inspect Noa P. Kaplan’s work you will see on her website one pomegranate seed in
particular that shows a portion of white beneath the read coating, it is a part of an installation
mounted or presented on a flat platform with another additional long curved form that you could
imagine to be a sprout. This is the pomegranate seed that Jason Stropko made for Noa P.
Kaplan at CohnStone Studios (57 seeds were made in that afternoon).
In Noa P. Kaplan’s installation of a field of pomegranate seeds however you will see a very
different technique used, the pomegranates are yet more stylised than the initial batch that
Jason Stropko made for her and they are definitely opaque in appearance.
Jason Stropko’s pomegranate seeds are modelled to reflect the jewel like presence of real life
natural pomegranate seeds. Jason Stropko develops his pomegranate seeds to be life like 
except he also explores different colour options. For example the pinkish jewel like
pomegranate seed that we will include in the list of images.
{Jason signed a contractual agreement with CohnStone Studios on Dec 17, 2006. That Policy and
Agreement clearly states “Materials and proprietary information, tangible and intangible,
pertaining to the manufacture, sales or business of the work produced at CohnStone Studios, are
not to be removed from the premises. Employees may not reproduce the work of CohnStone
Studios outside of the Studio.” }

We addressed this concern above. We reiterate: Jason Stropko is not reproducing a
CohnStone Studios design; it was Jason Stropko who sculpted the seeds for Noa P. Kaplan,
while his employers specified some of the technique, which resembles their other products
which are stylised fruit and pumpkins
;
Jason Stropko is n
ot
using this exact technique to make
his own work. The seeds made for Noa P. Kaplan are beautiful but are a Disneyfied version of
a pomegranate seed, whereas Jason Stropko is striving towards a naturalistic representation.
Jason Stropko is making his own interpretation of the pomegranate seeds to add to his existing
project of Nuts and Seeds made from blown and sculpted glass. A project that began in thought
in 2010 and took form in 2011 (we have photographs with meta data)
{CohnStone Studios and the intellectual property owner, myself, have contacted Jason
repeatedly and asked him to stop selling imitations of the infringed upon material.}

The removed product (photographs) of pomegranate seeds were of Jason Stropko’s own line of
products NOT copies of what he made for Noa P. Kaplan while employed with CohnStone; nor
are Jason Stropko’s glass products made in the style of Cohn Stone Studios. Therefore there
was no rightful claim to have the seeds removed.

Noa P. kaplan has send a copyright claim to a small Oakland, CA, based shop called: SOBU,
whom we rely on having a working relationship with. This caused a crack in our working
relationship with SOBU and this causes us direct and tangible financial harm. We use the word
harm in a factual manner as this is truly our experience, not as a way to dramatise the resultant
current situation. This economic distress is contributing to severe hardship faced by us.
We didn’t know about DMCA or would have used it to file a counterclaim when Noa P. Kaplan
first began filing copyright claims. Additionally a complicating factor is that we live and work
between two continents and do not always have all of our ‘evidence’ at hand in the same
location. We sometimes are not in the USA for up to 7 months at a time. So we reluctantly let it
slide last year. However the continued misunderstanding (which we have contested ) that Noa
P. Kaplan can own copyright of all pomegranate seeds made from glass is increasingly harming
us financially, which is why we are now making this counterclaim.
Important addition:
There is an artist in Canada who has made pomegranate seeds prior to
Noa P Kaplan. Her name is Catherine Vamvakas and the earliest evidence of her making
pomegranate seeds out of glass, that we were able to find, dates back to 2007. 
It is therefore
additionally impossible for Noa P. Kaplan to own universal copyright over glass
pomegranate seeds of all expressions, styles and techniques.
There is no way around the fact that as a researcher Noa P. Kaplan should have known that
she is working with an expression of nature that has previously been incorporated in another
artist’s practice and therefor we are surprised for Noa P. Kaplan to take the stance that she
owns pomegranate seeds in glass in a broad range of expressions.

Noa P. Kaplan currently claims copyright over:
1. the first batch that Jason Stropko made for her (predominantly opaque expression)
2. the second batch, made at another studio, that look very different and appear the main
bulk part of her installation (distinctly opaque, stylised expression) ,
3. then Noa P. Kaplan also claims copyright over Jason Stropko’s various jewel coloured
and translucent pomegranate seeds (distinctly more natural in expression than any of
Noa P. Kaplan ’s project commissions with significant amount of transparency) AND
4. then Noa P. Kaplan also claims copyright over: the latest reinterpretation that Jason
Stropko is working on, (the closest to nature expression of pomegranate seeds,
modelled on nature, with natural transparency found in seeds).
We are speaking about 4 distinct interpretations of a product of nature over which Noa P.
Kaplan claims copyright over...

We will not expand here on the worldwide proliferation of glassmakers making glass inspired by
nature in the widest range of expressions, utilizing a wide scope of techniques. Each glass artist
brings their own expression and emphasis as each painter brings theirs to their work.
If you do the research then in this line of artisan craft making, claiming such a broad range of
copyright is unprecedented and would collapse the entire glassmaking scene and businesses
across the country, if to be upheld; including that of CohnStone as they were not the first to
create glass fruit but they made the product their own by developing their own expression, as
they have done with leafs and many other nature expressions. This is an unobjectionable fact
in the creative glass industry.
{Sadly, he seems intent on continuing to make and sell his copies. Thank you for your assistance
in this matter.}

They are not copies but a developed product into another direction and for a different purpose.
We initially believed that Noa P. Kaplan is acting out of good faith, however after having already
received a counternotice letter from us in which we explain why she is wrong we now consider
her continued allegations to be harassment, taken with the knowledge that this will harm our
financial welfare. Noa P. Kaplan is well aware of the exorbitant high cost of living in
the San Francisco surrounding area, she will know how harmful her actions are to us.
As a scholarly researcher she should have known before filing her first DMCA takedown notice
against us that Catherine Vamvakas, in Canada, made glass pomegranate seeds since 2007,
approximately 7 years before Noa P. Kaplan asked CohnStone Studios to provide Jason
Stropko’s technical skills to make some for her. There is clear evidence that Noa P. Kaplan was
not even the first artist to utilize pomegranate seeds made from glass.
In either case Noa P Kaplan’s claim is nullified by the prior existence of a product that
she claims to hold intellectual copyright over. Noa P. Kaplan is wrong and it is causing
us harm.

Please see below an itemised list of differences between the pomegranate seeds made for Noa
P. Kaplan (1), the pomegranate seeds she later had made for her main installation (3) & the
pomegranate seeds that Jason Stropko makes for his own product line of Nuts and Seeds in
Glass (2a, 2b & 2c).
* 1 Noa P. Kaplan: 
Jason Stropko made a small batch of 57 pomegranate seeds for Noa P.
Kaplan at the studio of his then employers CohnStone Studios in early 2014.
technical: opaque with a thin clear glass gathering, apparent on the narrow tip only.
appearance: mostly opaque, with some translucent gathering at the narrow tip end. Stylised with
a hint of natural appearance. A strong presence of the CohnStone Studios execution Style.
* 2: Jason Stropko:
Jason Stropko’s own work made from summer 20142015ongoing:

2a) 
bears some relationship to the batch made for Noa P. Kaplan but with Jason Stropko’s own
interpretation and technique. This batch is different to the one made for Noa P. Kaplan and not
covered by copyright but we can understand the concern and would like it to be known that
Jason Stropko will always steer away from Noa P. Kaplan’s stylised product interpretation not
towards it.
2b)
completely different to Noa P. Kaplan’s: very translucent, with the white s

eed
pit in the
centre of each pomegranate seed modelled on actual pomegranate seeds in front of us; jewel
like, multiple red hue colours to create a set of jewel like pomegranate seeds. The appearance
much closer to nature, except some of the colours took creative license. Not possibly covered
by copyright by anybody, as they are significantly different from anything we could find in 30
hours of fulltime research across the internet. 
Completely
different in interpretation to Noa P.
Kaplan as well as Catherine Vamvakas’ seeds in Canada.
2c) 
very translucent, with the white seed pit in the centre of each pomegranate seed modelled
on actual pomegranate seeds in front of Jason Stropko; jewel like, one single colour choice:
translucent red hue to create a set of jewel like pomegranate seeds closest to nature.
Completely different in interpretation to Noa P. Kaplan’s project.
*
3) Noa P. Kaplan
(possibly made at Effetto Glassworks in Richmond, Jason did not work for
CohnStone at this time, as they went into partial retirement and laid off all member of staff from
fulltime employment.):
technical: opaque
appearance: very opaque, very stylised, not natural appearing.

IMAGES submitted for evidence:

Below Noa P. Kaplan’s pomegranate seeds installation from her website. You can see,
thanks to the backlighting, that these pomegranate seeds, forming the main installation
component, are 
not
translucent, but almost completely opaque.

Below is Noa P. Kaplan’s pomegranate seed (batch 1) made by Jason Stropko (who made
57 seeds for Noa P. Kaplan) then head maker at CohnStone Studios. It has dense,
opaque enamel like colours, very little clear glass membrane around the pomegranate

seed. The clear glass is only apparent only at the tip. Expression: stylised and very
CohnStone Studio style influenced.

Below is Noa P. Kaplan’s pomegranate seed made in a follow up batch; not made by
Jason Stropko. This design appears to be the main product that she is working with in
her installation as a large number are present. This design is opaque and very stylized.
No noticeable translucency appears in this design. A completely different product from
what Jason Stropko is developing.

The first
batch a) made by Jason Stropko is of a transparent lighter colouring and a thick
membrane of transparent glass around the entire pomegranate seed to create a more
jewel like effect, a different technique was used placing more emphasis on luminosity
and closer to nature appearance.

Below is batch b) from Jason Stropko’s collection. This batch was regularly wrongfully
contested and removed from online presentation, as well as from the only boutique shop
that Jason Stropko sells his work through. This batch has an even thicker transparent

layer of glass encasing the whitish seed. The differences to Noa P.
Kaplan’s project

pomegranate seeds are obvious. There is no relationship to her work present.

Below is batch c) of the development of Jason Stropko’s pomegranate seeds. This seed
is the closest to nature.

Catherine Vamvakas’s pomegranate seeds below: we found the earliest online evidence
of her work dating to 2007. These pomegranate seeds are stylised in form but realistic in
colouring and translucency.
Appearance: more rounded, not very faceted
source:
http://harrismediagroup.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/Lucentissue07.pdf

:
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Side by side comparison of Noa P. Kaplan’s and Jason Stropko’s pomegranate seeds to
once more highlight the difference in a single view:
Noa P. Kaplan pomegranate seeds below: opaque & stylized

Jason Stropko pomegranate seeds below: translucent, approaching natural
representation

Additional information / updated image list
12.03.2015
Below is the latest batch of Jason Stropko’s glass product : Blown & Sculpted Glass
Pomegranate Seeds made by Jason Stropko: You will be able to discern a distinct
difference between Jason Stropko’s work and that of his former employer’s glass
product style as well as significant difference to pomegranate seeds that he made in
collaboration with Noa P. Kaplan.

